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Abstract
The article is devoted to the actual problem of forming ideas about professional success in vocational students. Particular attention is paid to the importance of this process, in particular its impact on the outlook of future workers, their ideas about future career. The article reveals the relationship and contradiction in perceptions of professional success and social and cultural position of a citizen in a society, where the free and full development of the future specialist is possible.

The author notes that in modern scientific discourse different approaches to understanding of citizenship and social position are grounded, the assessment of which can be various. It is doubtless reasoning that outlook of people is closely related to their perceptions of life and professional success, career prospects in social and economic conditions of the State.

The research of a person’s progress in various spheres of human activity is conducted in the EU and Ukraine, but the phenomenon of establishing of social position in the context of idea of career success has not yet become the subject of scientific analysis integrated in the domestic pedagogy.

The results of the study suggest that the awareness of vocational schools students of career success depends not only on external factors (educational, social, economic, political, industrial, etc.), but also on the individual characteristics of the subject of professional achievements and his social position. But it is in the system of vocational education while designing their own career prospects, close to reality ideas about their own career success and beliefs about the level of individual achievement are formed. They are not in aimless fantasies any more, but in real contours of a specific working material, in specific production conditions, on specific parameters of gradual professional development. The presence of such beliefs encourages people to activity aimed at transforming the environment, change the world for personal success and for the development of the civil society.
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Introduction
The Relevance of the research problem as to the establishment of a close relationship between the formation of citizenship and perceptions of career success in the awareness of VET students is caused by the need to resolve the disputes which arise between the theory of personality’s development of future professionals, their professional development, social demands regarding their citizenship and their views on the prospects of their own life path and career choices and future professional success and career.

Presentation of the main material. An important aspect in the professional development of a man as an expert is establishment of a personal position: settings the attitude to the profession and to himself as a member of civil society. The higher is the level of consciousness of the student, the more stable is his citizenship. Consequently, it results in human confidence in himself, natural desire for a better life, the search for perfection and self-realization as a professional and citizen. In these considerations we follow a conceptual and strategic thought of VG Kremen on education of "patriotism, not for the sake of patriotism but for a better life."One of the priorities of education the President of the National Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of Ukraine calls the "formation of the human of innovation, the human of studies, for whom searching for new information is an essential feature of the way of life" [3].

The "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" emphasizes that everyone has duties to the community which provides free and full development of a personality. A citizen, who wants to live in a democratic society, seeks to be a master of his own life, he is distinguished by his social position, where personal and social interests are integrated and the awareness of his responsibility for carrying out public duties is of great significance.

Civic education definitely has to be directed to the development of patriotic feelings, to the formation of a sense of national identity and self-awareness, to the development of political culture, respect for the environmental surroundings, adequate perception of ethical virtues and use them as the basis of own behavior. However, these considerations for a long time have stayed only as declarative slogans promoted at the solemn
meetings and rallies. The realities of present day educational environment definitely show different phenomena: the public educational efforts crash to the ground when declarative pathos speeches are being implemented in real life space. It causes a number of problems, solutions to which is one of the highlights within the article.

In today's scientific discourse different approaches to civil duties and citizenship have been grounded, the assessment of which can not be unambiguous. It is doubtless reasoning that the outlook of people is closely associated with their ideas about life and professional success, career prospects in social and economic conditions of the State.

The Research of successful progress in various fields of human activity is conducted in various fields in the EU and Ukraine, but the phenomenon of strengthening of civil awareness in the context of the idea of career success has not yet become the subject of scientific analysis integrated in the national pedagogy.

The concept of vocational school for career success depends not only on external factors (educational, social, economic, political, industrial, etc.), but also on the individual characteristics of a student, his professional achievements, his civil awareness.

Methodological basis of forming ideas about the individual professional success reflects the philosophical ideas of the meaning of being a human. In the Soviet times concept was considered to be a priority under which a person was positioned as a product of social impact in terms of public relations. In accordance with that concept the human right to self-determination is restricted in some way. The ability to subordinate personal interests to public, a sense of duty, responsibility to society are recognized to be the most universal values. Thus, the meaning of human life is service to the Fatherland. The value of man is measured by the level of his adaptation in a particular society, that is how this person is able to reconcile the personal needs to public ones. The mentioned above idea prevailed in the condition of complete absolute power. The concept of a scientific and philosophical phenomenon, based on theoretical analysis by MO Berdyaev, SL Frank GP Lossky and others stated that such "social concept" although declared human centrism, but in fact was characterized by loss of interest to a person and human personality as a universal value. So this way the priority of technocratic thinking has been recognized and spread referring to collective forms of life as the only possible in competition with nature, in the struggle for technical progress.

The specific period of development of the society was characterized by the dominance of the state that controlled all spheres of human activity. The state was considered to be the key value, consequently the government oriented a person for the progressive development of the country, and then on its own success.

The specificity of this trend in Soviet society was determined by S. Frank with the term "social bigotry" [5, p.23]. Teaching methodology oriented on mentioned above concept revealed significant limitations in solving problems of an individual and personal development of the student, the future specialist. Creative, individual and personal development and the need to create conditions for it were declared formally and are declared today, but practical implementation of "freezes" without appropriate methodological grounds, as well as theoretical and practical, specific solutions. The concept presented the basis of educational views, united within the discourse of "pedagogic formation" which ignored domestic needs and identity of the individual. Then there is "internal collectivization of souls" (by Frank S.). "Pedagogy of formation" carries out the order, which not only neglects the internal spiritual forces of a man as a source of stimulus of his activity, but also relieves responsibility off future specialists for their actions.

Alternative methodological principles of modern professional pedagogy are seen in areas of philosophy, which recognizes the uniqueness, individuality and exclusivity of each individual human being, every personality. These areas once were grounded in the works by NA Berdyaev, Camus, JP Sartre, Heidegger and other philosophers of the late XIX – early XX century. These methodological positions gave the beginning to the education systems of developed European countries. At present existentialism integrates various philosophical and psychological concepts which focus on the individual as a personality, to understand the meaning of human existence. Existentialists and representatives of psychology of humanism emphasize the importance of subjective experience as a major
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The formation of civic consciousness. In that aspect the man realizes himself as a citizen and as a person to the extent that he can develop and maintain his natural uniqueness.

The conceptual idea of existentialist philosophy is embodied in the statement that a man is only what he makes of himself. Thus, citizenship in a man exists only as far as it carries itself. No other factors – like environment, heredity - can justify its failure to self-determination in life. Thus, a person is free to choose his way of life. A Man has to decide himself and choose the ultimate way to solve disputable situations., "Man creates himself. He was not created originally, he creates himself, choosing morality ... " - Albert Camus argued [1, S.339].

The best conditions for the formation of citizenship and self-development of young citizens of Ukraine can be created exactly in the system of vocational education. Attracting students to the employment and economic process significantly speeds up the process of socialization and citizenship, in accordance with the conditions created by the society for professional development of a personality of future specialists. We emphasize that in competency oriented paradigm of vocational education a powerful basis for defining and designing own career development prospects is available. In the vocational schools “the relationship between acquired knowledge and success in life and work” (V. Kremen), is achieved much faster compared with secondary schools, it is much easier to explain to vocational school students what personal professional qualities are needed to be developed in order to succeed in the chosen direction of future professional activity. AProfessional school student is more likely to be a “man of innovative thinking, innovative culture and capacity for innovation of the type” [3] (V. Kremen).

In our opinion, in the system of vocational education the students, while designing their own careers, form a close to reality idea of their own career success and beliefs about the level of individual achievement and its influence on the development of the society.

The position of a citizen as a future specialist is evident in his understanding of career success as a combination of positive results accumulated throughout his career. Researchers consider this integrative combination in terms of psychological and objective professional achievements [7], [4].

The origin of understanding in the mechanism of career success is found in the work by E. Hugo [6] where the author differentiated objective and subjective types of careers. The classification at present is relevant, but not used in practice. The levels of career success also happen to be differentiated, and presented by combination of factors joined within a complex hierarchical structure: the degree of perfection of personal professional skills, personal merits, professional and life success.

Complexity of career success research is caused by the contradictory nature of the phenomenon. On the one hand, the success is subjective as it concerns individual and personal criteria of success / failure of a specialist within a society. On the other hand, success is objective for success is driven by social stereotypes, the desire to be recognized in the social environment.

Strategic options for forming ideas about life and professional success is determined by specific values. There are significant differences in value orientations and beliefs about the success of the students and teachers of vocational schools, which focus on "Western" model of success from those who appeals "Soviet "or" compromise "models" [2]. To Explain the differences was possible by understanding different factors: age characteristics, social origin and status, the special features of the profession, gained in a particular school. Also an important role is played by individual life position which has already been formed and by his professional mentors.

Percentage of respondents – representatives of different courses and different schools on adherence to specific models differs. For example, students of senior courses, unlike freshmen tend to deny the "old" (traditional) understanding of success and how to achieve it, the ways long practiced in the context of the culture. However, the dependency on the choice of profession has been mentioned.

Supporters of "Western" model pay great importance to independence, responsibility and commitment, to the ability to set and achieve the goal due to implementation of competence and professionalism. For these respondents it is important not only to achieve personal success,
but also to gain recognition of specific professional social environment. For individuals who are guided by other models of success mentioned above values are less important.

Although the idea of vocational students about their professional success correlate their axiosphere (value system), as a result of empirical research different attitude of vocational students to success was revealed as well as the number of problems concerning the formation of ideas about career success.

The problems were caused by the following factors:

– lack of modern methodological approaches to understanding of the processes of civic consciousness formation and ideas about career success, lack of planning their career development and formation of ideas about professional success in the management of the vocational training at the Department of Education of Ukraine, regional and local administrations, directors of schools;

– insufficient theoretical and methodological training level of the teaching staff of vocational schools in order to form the idea of professional success and motivation necessary to create appropriate conditions for teachers;

– significant slowing down of the movement of generalization and scientific substantiation of experienced professional school teachers to introduce the best achievements in the educational process.

Conclusions and prospects of problem solutions.

1) First of all, solution of these problems means the development and implementation of humanistic approach – according to which understanding of the process of selecting a profession, career planning, forming ideas about professional success is connected with civic position and consciousness, but carried out in accordance with the interests and capabilities of a particular student, and then to the needs of specific industries and society as a whole;

2) prospective direction includes students training improvement on the selection and implementation of a professional career and its monitoring.

3) significant reserve is to improve psychological and pedagogical support that involves the following tasks:

– providing educational and psychological support in shaping perceptions of student about professional future and assistance in professional identity;

– formation of students’ and teachers’ career competencies based on their personal knowledge about opportunities for professional and personal development and their successful professional activities;

4) systemic planning of personal career development is of great importance and the formation of his ideas about professional success is methodically justified;

6) the establishment of a professional education counseling centers for career coaching has been proved to be effective;

7) profession advertising information in the Net, books, posters, brochures, prospectus, leaflets is also valuable;

8) solution of the problem is provided by timely chosen personality-oriented technologies forming student’s ideas about professional success, correcting undesirable personal traits that include:

– diagnostic professionally important characteristics;

– use of active corrective methods;

– arrangement of professional and pedagogical discussions, reflexive and innovative workshops;

– introduction of technologies enriching social and professional orientation;

– intensive group work, counseling, organizational-activity games, trainings of personal and professional growth, business communication.
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Формування громадянського сознання та представлень о кар'ері учнів ПТУЗ

Валерій Орлов,
доктор педагогічних наук, професор,
ведучий науковий співробітник лабораторії професійної кар'єри Інституту професійно-технічного обліку НАПН України

Стаття посвячені актуальній проблемі формування представлень професійного успіху у учнів ПТУ. Особливе увагу насамперед значущість цього процесу, з особистої його впливу на миросприйняття будь-яких рабочих, їх формування о будь-якій кар'ері. Показано взаємовідноси та протиріччя між представленими професійного успіху, громадянської позиції, стремленням соціокультурного долгу, в якому можливо свободне та всестороннє розвиток особистості будь-якого спеціаліста.

Автор бачить увага на те, що в сучасному науковому дискурсі обґрунтовані різні підходи до розуміння громадянства та громадянської позиції, оцінка яких не може бути однозначною. Несомненим є те, що миросприйняття позиції людей тесно пов'язані з їх представленими професійного успіху, соціальним долгу, в якому можливо свободне та всестороннє розвиток особистості будь-якого спеціаліста.

Результати проведенного дослідження свідчать, що формування учнів професійної школи о кар'ерних успівах зависить не тільки від зовнішніх факторів (образовальних, соціальних, економічних, політичних, виробничих т. ін.), але і від індивідуальних характеристики суб'єкта індивідуальних досягнення, його громадянської позиції. На ось такі відношення з промислового виробництва на особистій кар'ері формуються максимально приблизнене до реальності представлення о собівідомому успіху та убеждення вповне цьому успіху і розвитку громадського досвіду.

КЛЮЧЕВІ СЛОВА: учні ПТУЗ, будь-який рабочий, громадянська позиція, професійна школа, представлень про кар'ерний успіх, кар'ера.
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